
Web Camera with micro Delux DC03 (Black) Ref: 6938820450788
Web Camera with micro Delux DC03 (Black)

Delux DC03 webcam with microphone (black)
Conduct high-quality conversations with the Delux webcam. The DC03 offers 1080P HD resolution and is equipped with a noise-canceling
microphone. In addition, it stands out for its wide compatibility and 90° lens angle. It is also equipped with a privacy shield.
 
Various usage scenarios
The  Delux  DC03  webcam with  microphone  will  work  well  in  a  variety  of  situations.  You  will  successfully  use  it  for  online  classes,  live
broadcasts, remote business meetings or video chats with family or friends.
 
Clear image
The device captures images in HD quality (1920x1080) at a video frame rate of 25 FPS. What's more, the viewing angle of the lens is 90°
-  so  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  the  camera  not  capturing  important  elements.  In  addition,  the  DC03  automatically  adjusts  the
brightness
 
Interference-free conversations
Conduct conversations freely and be sure that your interlocutors can hear you. The Delux webcam is equipped with a dual microphone
that excels in noise reduction. Enjoy high-quality conversations with the DC03.
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Wide compatibility
Don't  be  afraid  of  compatibility  issues.  The  Delux  webcam works  with  Windows,  Android,  Linux  or  macOS.  What's  more,  you  can  use
platforms such as YouTube, Skype, Twitter, Facebook, Zoom and many more.
 
Manufacturer
Delux
Model
DC03
Color
black
Interface
USB
Sensor
CMOS
Resolution
1920x1080
Video frame rate
25 FPS
Lens viewing angle
90°
Imaging distance
5 cm
Signal-to-noise ratio
48 dB (30 F/s 220 LUX).

Preço:

€ 15.50

Jogos, Webcams
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